Modularized learning of genetic interaction networks from biological annotations and mRNA expression data.
Inferring the genetic interaction mechanism using Bayesian networks has recently drawn increasing attention due to its well-established theoretical foundation and statistical robustness. However, the relative insufficiency of experiments with respect to the number of genes leads to many false positive inferences. We propose a novel method to infer genetic networks by alleviating the shortage of available mRNA expression data with prior knowledge. We call the proposed method 'modularized network learning' (MONET). Firstly, the proposed method divides a whole gene set to overlapped modules considering biological annotations and expression data together. Secondly, it infers a Bayesian network for each module, and integrates the learned subnetworks to a global network. An algorithm that measures a similarity between genes based on hierarchy, specificity and multiplicity of biological annotations is presented. The proposed method draws a global picture of inter-module relationships as well as a detailed look of intra-module interactions. We applied the proposed method to analyze Saccharomyces cerevisiae stress data, and found several hypotheses to suggest putative functions of unclassified genes. We also compared the proposed method with a whole-set-based approach and two expression-based clustering approaches.